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The problem to be studied goes back to a question of Erdos and Kovari. concer
ning functions M(x), x E R,,', which are positive and logarithmically convex in tn x.
The question to find necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a power
series

N(x) = L c"x", c,,?oO with d , ';; M(x)/N(x) ';;d" x?o 0, where d,. doE R +.

has been treated by several authors. The present paper concerns a generalization of
this problem regarding positive functions iI( x), x E R,~. ,. 1995 AcademIc Press. Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

By Erdos and Kovari [I J the problem was posed to establish criteria
which for a positive function M(x), x E R,7, logarithmically convex in In x
(i.e., F(t) = In M( e') convex in t E R) ensure the existence of a power series
N(X)=L c"x", c,,~O, with

x~o,

where d l , d2 E R + (notation M- N).
N(x) shall not represent a polynomial; i.e., M(x) satisfies the condition

x"/M(x) ...... 0 for x ...... W, Vn E N (M rapidly growing).
In [3,6, 7J necessary and sufficient conditions were investigated. In [6 J

the author proved the following

THEOREM 1. Let M: R; ...... R + be logarithmically convex in In x and
rapidly growing. With F(t) = In M( e') and F; (t) = Iim h ~ 0.11> 0 (F(t + h) 
F( t) )/h, t E R, let the sequences a", a" be defined by

a,,=inf{tER, F~(t)~n},
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and
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a" = F(a,,) - F(a,,+ 1) + (n + I )a,,+ I -naIl' for flEN.

Then a necessary and sufficicnt condition for the existcnce (~r a power series
N(x)=L c"x", c,,~o, with M~N is that

F(ii,,) - F(a,,) -n(ii" - a,,) :( c,

for a constant c E R + .

"In EN,

In the present paper, more generally for a given positive function II on
R(~ rapidly growing, a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence
of a power series N( x) = L c" x", Cll ~ 0, with II ~ N is established
(Theorem 2). By this theorem it will be possible to extend certain proper
ties of power series with non-negative coefficients to positive functions, for
example to weight functions in "weighted approximation by polynomials"
[2, 4, 5, 7]. Theorem 2 also yields a result on maximal power series
(Theorem 3 ).

2. POWER SERIES WITH NON-NEGATIVE COEFFICIENTS

THEOREM 2. Let II: R; ....... R + be rapidly growing. Set

u" = sup x"/h(x), n EN
.'"~o

and

Pix) = max x"/u",
nE N

A necessary and sujjicient condition for the existence of a pOlver series
N( x) = L ('" x", c" ~ 0, with h ~ N is the volidity (~r

h(x)/P(x):(c,

for some constant c E R +.

( I )

Proof We define M(x) = SUPk E K k(x), x E R;i, where K = {k: R; ....... R +,

k(x) logarithmically convex in In x and k:( h}. M(x) is the greatest
minorant of h(x) which is logarithmically convex in In x. Further we define
for t E R, Fl(t) = lim h ~o.h<o(F(t +h) - F(t))/h, )',,(1) =nt -In lI,,(F(t) and
0" according to the definition in Theorem I ), ~,,= sup,?() x"/M(x), n EN,

and for t ~ a 1 we put G(t) = In Pie').
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By convexity of F we get
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This leads to the inequality

F(I) ~ F(all ) + n(l -all)'

consequently

nE N.

VtE R,

nall - F(all ) = sup (nl - F(t))
IE R

and

e,w"/M(e"") = sup x"/M(x).
x~O

(2)

For every x E R; we have X"/2" ~ X"/U"::::; M(x), and in connection with (2)
it follows that UII = 2 11 , i.e.,

)'11(1) = F(£III) + n( t -£III)'

(The graph of y" represents, for every n EN, the tangent to the graph of F
at the point (all' F(a ll )) with slope 11.) Now G can be written as

G(l) = max YII(t),
liE f\,1

The asymptotic relation M ~ P is equivalent to sup l,?c ", {F( I) - G( t)} < If).

By convexity of F we have

max {F( 1) - G( t)} = F(a,,) - GUI,,) = F({lll) - .VII({I,,)
all~l~all+-\

where

= F(all ) - F(all ) - n({lll-all ), nEN,

all = In(u lI + I/UII ) = F(a ll ) - F(all + 1) + (n + 1)a ll + 1 - nail

represents, for every n E N, the (-coordinate of the intersection-point
of )'11 and .1'11+1; i.e., M~P is equivalent to SUPIIEN{F(a,,)-F(all)

n(an - all)} < CL.
In view of h(x) ~ M(x) ~ P(x) we can replace (I) by

(h~ M) 1\ (M~ P)
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or, as shown above, by

(h~M) /\ sup{F(all)-F(all)-n«(lll-alll} <ex.
liE

The assertion now fol1ows by Theorem I.

3. A MAXIMAL POWER SERIES WITH NON-NEGATIVE COEFFICIENTS
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For a given function h: R(7 -> R+ which does not satisfy (I), the ques
tion arises of whether there exists a maximal power series Q(x) ~ h(x),
x ~ 0. Finally we can ask for the asymptotic growth of Q( x). In connection
with Theorem 2 the fol1owing result wil1 be formulated.

THEOREM 3. Let h: R; -> R + be rapidly growing. There always exists a
power series Q(x)=L: d"x", d,,~O, which satisjies Q(x)~h(x), x~O, and
is maximal in the following SCllse: Let fIx) = L: b ll x", bll ~ 0, be an arbitrary
pOll'er series with /(x) ~ h( x), x ~ 0; then it is possible to find a constant
dER such that /(x)~dQ(x), xER(7.

Proof First of all note that by definition of PIx) (in Theorem 2) we
have UII = sup,?() X"/P(X); hence by Theorem 2 we obtain existence of a
power series Q( x) = L dll x", dll ~ 0, with Q~ P. Without loss of generality
we may assume Q(x) ~ h(x). To prove the desired property of Q let
f(xi="2,b ll x ll , bll~O, be an arbitrary power series with f(x)~h(x),

XE R(~.

We define

and

I'll = sup Xll//(X),
x;30

B(x) =max xll/r ll ,
HE N

n EN,

Again by Theorem 2 we get f·~ B.
Now we verify the inequality B( x) ~ P( x), x ~ 0. Let us assume the

contrary,

B(s) > Pis) (3)

Then there exists an integer mEN with

s/11/r", = B(s).
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Hence, by (3), we obtain
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sm/r", > P(s) 3Slll/Um,

i.e., U",>r"" which is in contradiction to f(x)~h(x).

Summarizing we obtain
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